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Flexibility First - A Fitness Approach for Life is designed to help you incorporate F.A.S.T.
Therapy™ techniques into your daily routine. It is a unique toolbox filled with the tools to achieve
faster, longer lasting therapeutic results and help restore balance to your body.In this series of
manuals, Flexibility First - A Fitness Approach for Life, Marjorie Brook, internationally recognized
instructor, author, personal trainer, and massage therapist presents the latest and most
accessible version of stretching and strengthening yet. A long time student of movement,
stretching, exercise, and massage, this series of manuals is her interpretation and adaptation of
Active Isolated Stretching & Strengthening to make it more accessible to everyone. Richly
illustrated, clearly explained and organized, this series of manuals can help anyone incorporate
the Flexibility, And Strength Training (F.A.S.T.) Therapy into his or her fitness program.Designed
to support and educate the individual to utilize F.A.S.T. techniques on themselves these manual
include the following special features:Photographs designed to meet the needs of all levels of
fitness. Simple explanations of how to apply the technique.Explicit physical, visual and verbal
cues to help you achieve optimum results. Body mechanics are given in detail to help you
maintain proper form. Protocols are provided to assist you in creating an individualized treatment
plan.



Quotes & Testimonials“Few people are able to make a difference in correcting problems as
Marjorie Brook. Her warm personality, caring attitude and unusual ability place her high among
the best Active Isolated practitioners in the world. It is my opinion that Marjorie E. Brook is a
"cutting edge" teacher that all may learn from her greatest potential yet to be fulfilled."Aaron
Mattes, MS, RKT, LMT“Marjorie Brook is an excellent therapist/instructor/author. She is well
trained and very experienced. As an instructor she is an energetic, clear communicator who can
work with groups of any size. Marjorie can explain her techniques in the most technical and
accurate language to other professionals or simply explain concepts and techniques to lay-
people and beginning students. I highly recommend Marjorie and Brook Seminars to anyone
seeking high quality education."Ralph R. Stephens, LMT, National LecturerAuthor of "Marjorie is
an inspiration. She is dedicated to serving her clients and students with both integrity and
excellence. The only thing that exceeds her knowledge is her desire and ability to communicate
to help her students and clients learn."Sarah Young, M.S., Massage Therapist, Detroit,
Michigan Visit for further details.- - -All muscle images provided courtesy of 3B Scientific®Table
of ContentsPositional StretchingWhat is Active Isolated Stretching?Fundamentals of Positional
StretchingKey Points for SuccessChapter AdviceMovement TipsBack Flexion #1; SeatedBack
Rotation; SeatedBack Lateral Flexion 1; SeatedBack Lateral Flexion 2 & 3; SeatedBack Rotation
w/Flexion; SeatedBack Rotation w/Lateral Flexion; SeatedBack Extension 1; StandingBack
Extension 2; StandingBack Extension 3; StandingBack Flexion #2; 1; SupineBack Flexion #2; 2;
SupineProtocols for the BackKey for Protocols for theComplete Protocol for the
BackLordosisDisc ProblemsSpondylolisthesisStenosisThis manual is designed to not only be a
guide to stretching every joint of the neck & jaw, it is also created as a guide to help you tailor
your time and energy to achieve what you desire. It provides detailed, step-by-step instructions
to enable you to perform each and every exercise. Each page contains simple explanations
followed by information,; such as body mechanics and technique tips; to help you better
coordinate your movements, understand the benefits of a particular exercise and note any
precautions to be aware of while doing the exercise.It is loaded with photographs and designed
so that everyone can successfully develop a body balancing session.Some of the stretches also
have advanced techniques. These movements focus on entire layers of fascia (tissue), where
nerve entrapment and generalized stiffness occur. Remember, advanced movements are just
that: advanced. Please start out slow and build your way up to them.The Fitness First Method
creates an environment in which the muscle that needs attention is specifically isolated. This
prevents the surrounding muscles and tissues from compensating for the problematic muscle.
Isolated stretching is the first step in properly retraining the muscles and creating a foundation of
solid flexibility, strength and endurance.Your health and well being require a commitment from
you. By following these steps,1) Learn how capable your body is.2) Pay attention to how your
body responds to these stretches.3) Respect and work with any physical challenges you may



have.
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have.It is my sincerest hope that within these pages you will find the tools you need to help
restore balance to your wrists and fingers.Positional StretchingWhat is Active Isolated Stretching
(AIS)?Active Isolated Stretching (AIS) is a dynamic flexibility system, pioneered by Aaron L.
Mattes, RKT, LMT is based on fundamental anatomical movements of joints, ligaments, muscles
and fascial planes. By taking advantage of physiological laws AIS creates a whole body system
that works with the body, not against it. AIS gently stretches a specific muscle, holds the stretch
for 2 seconds and then releases. This pumping action circulates purifying oxygen into the
muscle tissue and flushes out damaging toxins such as lactic acid. In order to follow
Sherrington’s law and achieve a true stretch the body must be positioned to fully lengthen the
intended area without loading the muscle.Fundamentals of Positional StretchingIdentification-
determine the tissues to be stretched.Positioning- Isolate the tissues to be stretched by using
precise movements and body positioning.Breathing - is a link between our consciousness and
our autonomic nervous system. The simple act of inhaling and exhaling affects all aspects of our
lives, from the mental to the emotional, and of course the physical. Your breath works in
conjunction with your nervous system and has a direct influence on your heart rate, and blood
pressure.Exhale during the stretching phase of the movement and inhale during the returning
phase of the motion.Learning to exhale during exertion and inhale on relaxation not only
provides strength to the body’s core but also increases flexibility.Use of proper breathing
techniques will help get the maximum potential out of each stretch.Full, deep breaths will help
deliver more oxygen to the blood. This oxygenated blood will have access to the newly opened
areas that have been deprived of oxygen due to fascial restrictions.Reciprocal Inhibition - Is a
neurological action that occurs during muscular contraction. When a muscle, the agonist,
contracts; the opposite muscle, the antagonist, receives a neurological signal to relax (to be
inhibited) so that movement can occur.Reciprocal Innervation - Is a neurological action where
the brain sends signals to the agonist muscle to contract so that movement can
occur.Sherrington’s law of reciprocal inhibitionIn order to effectively stretch, the body must be
positioned in such a way that a complete inhibition/innervation cycle can occurStretch Reflex -
The stretch reflex is an automatic mechanism in your muscles that protects your body against
harmful stretches. When the muscle is stretched too far, too quickly or too long, the stretch reflex
causes the muscle to contract to avoid being overstretched. The stretch reflex engages in an
eccentric contraction after about 2 seconds of a sustained stretch. This means the muscle is in a
position of simultaneous lengthening and shortening.Stretches held for long length of time have
you fighting your own body, wasting energy, and causing possible damage.The general rule is to
hold a stretch for no longer than 2 seconds.Numerous Repetitions - One stretch held for 2
seconds is not going to get the job done. Multiple sets and repetitions are required. So, instead
of one stretch held for 20 seconds you would do 10 repetitions with 2 second holds. When you
have muscles/fascia that have been tight for a long time, or have specific physical limitations; the
key is to go slowly, listen to the body and work your way through the tightness. For substantial
change to occur, to re-train the body and have it except those changes, multiple sets of the



same stretch may need to be done. If one limb or area is more restricted compared to the other it
may take as much as five times the effort to create balance.On average 3 sets of 8-10 repetitions
are performed.Conditions of the tissues dictates number of sets & reps.You may fatigue quickly
pay attention and do not over work the muscles.Take breaks between sets to help your muscles
recover for the next set.If need be move on to a few other stretches and then return later for the
next set.This pumping action circulates purifying oxygen into the muscle tissue and flushes out
damaging toxins such as lactic acid.Assistance- intensifying the stretch with muscular
contraction and gentle assistance
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you fighting your own body, wasting energy, and causing possible damage.The general rule is to
hold a stretch for no longer than 2 seconds.Numerous Repetitions - One stretch held for 2
seconds is not going to get the job done. Multiple sets and repetitions are required. So, instead
of one stretch held for 20 seconds you would do 10 repetitions with 2 second holds. When you
have muscles/fascia that have been tight for a long time, or have specific physical limitations; the
key is to go slowly, listen to the body and work your way through the tightness. For substantial
change to occur, to re-train the body and have it except those changes, multiple sets of the
same stretch may need to be done. If one limb or area is more restricted compared to the other it
may take as much as five times the effort to create balance.On average 3 sets of 8-10 repetitions
are performed.Conditions of the tissues dictates number of sets & reps.You may fatigue quickly
pay attention and do not over work the muscles.Take breaks between sets to help your muscles
recover for the next set.If need be move on to a few other stretches and then return later for the
next set.This pumping action circulates purifying oxygen into the muscle tissue and flushes out
damaging toxins such as lactic acid.Assistance- intensifying the stretch with muscular
contraction and gentle assistanceProtocolsProtocols have been provided to help assist you
determine which stretches to choose and the order to do them in. These protocols are designed
to guide you through efficient and effective stretching routines; they are in no way intended to
diagnosis your condition. They are a general guideline and we recommend you work with a
qualified practitioner to best learn how to design an individualized, specific routine that fits your
particular needs.Protocols are laid out in two different ways: the first is the complete protocol for
the manual’s specific body region. Second, you will find abbreviated protocols for when time
does not allow for the complete series.
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Lori, “Great manuals!. These manuals are great! They've given me the tools to become stronger
and more flexible. I can't say enough good things about them. I especially like the fact that there
are lots of pictures to clearly show you the stretches. These are great for athletes, dancing,
karate, yoga, etc. or anything else to make you more flexible and stronger.”

The book by Marjorie Brook has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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